
IN M E M O R I A M  

K I R I L L  P A V L O V I C H  F L O R E N S K Y  

(1915-1982) 

It is with sincere sadness that we record in this place the recent passing, on 9 April, 

1982, of Dr K. P. Florensky, Director of the Laboratory of Comparative Planetology at 
the Vernadsky Institute of U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences; and an internationally-known. 

student of the subject to the service of which our journal has been dedicated. 

Dr Florensky was born on 27 December, 1915 at Zagorsk near Moscow - a place 

renowned for its ancient monasteries - in the midst of the first Great War. In 1935 he 
embarked on scientific work at the Bio-geochemical Laboratory (later transformed 
into Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry) of the U.S.S.R. 
Academy of Sciences. Under the supervision of Academician Vernadsky, Dr Florensky 
commenced his academic career with studies of isotropic composition of juvenile 
waters. During World War II he joined the Army, and participated in the long march 
- much longer than the Anabasis of Xenophon - from Stalingrad all the way to 
Berlin. 

Having returned home safely in 1945, Florensky came back to the Vernadsky 
Institute and re-embarked on his studies of geochemistry of natural gases. Between 

1958-1962 he was in charge of the expedition to the place of impact of the Tunguzka 
'meteorite' on 30 June, 1908; and together with his colleagues, Florensky succeeded 
in isolating in the region of impact traces of cosmic dust deposited in the soil at that 
time. 

In 1957, Florensky was called upon to organize the Laboratory of Comparative 
Planetology at the Institute for Space Research of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, 
to be re-united in 1975 with the Vernadsky Institute. During these years, Florensky 
together with his colleagues took a very active part in analysis of the data obtained b y  
the Soviet spacecraft Luna 9 and 13, Lunokhod 1 and 2, Mars 4 and 5, or Veneras 9, 10, 

13, 14. He investigated lunar samples returned to the Earth by the Lunas 16, 20 and 24; 
and studied the chemical composition of the Cytherean atmosphere witia the aid of 
devices placed aboard the Veneras 4, 13 and 14. The results of all this work appeared in 
many publications, written by Florensky himself or jointly with his collaborators; and 
summarized in the recent book on Studies in Comparative Planetology, published by the 
Nauka Press in Moscow, 1981. 

Kirill Pavlovich Florensky was a wise and understanding student of nature, as well as 
a kind and benevolent man whose interests transcended the limits of his professional 
field. Apart from his work in planetology, he was actively engaged in activities of the 
Society for Preservation of Architectural Monuments in the Soviet Union; and was 
extensively consulted as an expert on the protection of the environment. In the last 
years of his life he also made considerable efforts to edit and prepare for the press exten- 
sive manuscripts left behind by his late master, V. I. Vernadsky. 



4 IN MEMORIUM 

"We shall remember our departed chief with gratitude and love" wrote the colleagues 
of the late Dr Florensky to the undersigned; and in this they will certainly be joined by 
all those who have had the good fortune to meet Dr Florensky during his lifetime. 
Requiescat in pace! 

ZDENI~K KOPAL 


